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INTRODUCTION 
This is a continuation of [6]. In this paper we give the multiplicity for- 
mulas of weights in an irreducible representation of the classical groups 
SO(n, C) and Sp(2n, C) (c GL(2n, C)) using only Young diagrams. 
Roughly speaking, for each series of classical groups the weight-mul- 
tiplicities can be expressed as a polynomial function in the ranks. In this 
direction R. C. King and S. P. 0. Plunkett have presented the formulas of 
this kind using multinomial coefficients in [S]. (Also see [4].)’ 
In this paper we present another explicit expression of these polynomial 
functions. Moreover we characterize the set of weights (dominant integral 
weights) in each irreducible representation only in terms of Young 
diagrams and also give the degrees of these polynomial functions and their 
leading coefficients. Our formulas are based on the known result (concern- 
ing the so-called Kostka coefficients) in the case of GL(n) and are a natural 
generalization from the general linear groups to the other classical groups. 
As in the case of GL(n), the dominant integral weights of SG(2n + 1) and 
Sp(2n) (c GL(2n)) can be identified with the Young diagrams. (See 
Sect. 1.) In case of SG(2n) the situation is a little bit delicate and for this 
case see Section 1. For each series of the classical groups, starting from 
these identifications we are able to regard the multiplicities of the dominant 
integral weight q in the irreducible representation with the highest weight 1 
as the function of the rank n for fixed Young diagrams 2 and q. Here “each 
series of the classical groups” means one of the following: 
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G = SOP+11 
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GUnI for Type A,, 
for Type B, 
SpG’n)( c GWn)) for Type C, 
Wn) for Type D,. 
We show that this function can be expressed as a polynomial function of 
degree [( IE-1 - Iql)/2] and its leading term is given by a Kostka coefficient. 
The merit of these approaches to the calculations of weight multiplicities is 
that we can obtain a multiplicity formula valid simultaneously for all the 
groups belonging to each series since weight multiplicities are given as a 
polynomial in the rank n. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Concerning the notations and the definitions, we shall use the same ones 
as in [6]. As for the details of notations and definitions, the reader should 
consult the Chap. 1 of [6]. 
Let us recall the situations. We have taken the classical groups as 
follows. 
Type A,, , : GL(n, C) =) SL(n, C), 
Type B, : S0(2n+ l)= {XESL(2n+ l);XJotX=J,}, 
TypeC,,: Sp(2n)= {XESL(~~);XJ,,‘X=J,,~, 
TypeD,: S0(2n)= {XESL(~~);XJ,‘X=J,}, 
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The Lie algebra g of each classical group is given by 
Type A,. , : gl(n, C) = M(n, C) 3 sl(n, C) 
= {XE M(n, C); Tr X=0}, 
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TypeB,: eo(2n+l,C)={X~51(2n+l,C);XJ,+J,‘X=O}, 
Type C, : 5PW, C) = {XE51(2?2, c);xJ,+J,‘x=o}, 
Type D, : eo(2n, C) = {XE s1(2n, C); XJ, + J,‘X= O}. 
Then in either case we can take the set of all diagonal matrices in g as a 
Cartan subalgebra h of g. Let d, be the linear subspace of M(m, C) con- 
sisting of all diagonal matrices, and let ei be the linear map ai: d,,, -+ C, 
q(H) = hi where H is a diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-component is hi. Then 
the root system A c h* of each Lie algebra is given by 
TypeA+,: A=(~{c~--E~)} (1 bi<j<n), 
Type B, : A=(f(E,fEJ)u(S} (1 di-cjdn, 1 dkdn), 
Type C, : A= { +(Ei+Ej)} U {+2&k} (1 <i< j<n, 1 dkdn), 
TypeD,: A= { +(E~+E~)} (1 di-cjdn), 
where for each Lie algebra g, the above E, is considered as the linear map 
restricted to h, i.e., E;: h + C. Let I7= {aI, CI* ,..., a } (c A) be a simple root 
system of A. For example, we can take 17 as the following: 
Type A,, , : n= {cq = E,--E2,Ci2=E2-E3 ,..., cX,~,=E,~~-E,,}, 
Type B, : r7={ cX,=&,-&~ ,..., Ct,p,=&,,p,-E,,@,=E } n 3 
Type C, : n= {ct, = &r-E2 )..., CI,-.I=E,-I-E,,~,=2E,,), 
Type D, : z7={ CX,=E,-E2 ,..., Cc,-, =E,,p, -E,,CL,=E,~, +E,}, 
Then for each classical group the weight lattice P and the set of dominant 
integral weights P, are given by 
Type A, - 1 (G = GL(n, C)): P= ZEN + Z-Q + ... + ZE,, 
P, = {fiE, +f2E2+ .‘. +f,E,EP;f, >f23 .” >f,}, 
(G=SL(n,C)): P=ZE,+ZE~+ ... +ZE,/(E,+E~+ ... +8,), 
p+ = Ifi& +f2c2 + ... +fnE,EP;fiBf2> .‘. 2f”>, 
Type B, (G=S0(2n+ 1, C)): P=ZE,+ZE~+ ... +ZE,, 
p, = {fi&, +f2e, + ... +,fnE,EP;f,kf2> ... kf,>O}, 
Type C, (G=Sp(2n,C)): P=ZE~+ZE~+ ... +ZE,, 
p+ = (f,El +fih + ... +fnE,EP;fi>f~~ “’ >f,>o}, 
Type D, (G=S0(2n, C)): P=ZE~ + ZEN+ ... +ZE,, 
P+={f,E,+f&+ ... +f,&,EP;f,>fi> ... >f,-1>If,,lao}. 
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Now we refer to 
THEOREM 1 .l (E. Cartan-H. Weyl). Let G be a connected complex semi- 
simple Lie group. Then the equivalence classes of the irreducible represen- 
tutions of G correspond bijectively to the elements of P, i.e., the dominant 
integral weights of G. The correspondence is given by taking the highest 
weight of each irreducible representation of G. 
Therefore for each w=f,~,+f~~~+ ... +f,c,,, let x~(o) or 
x&j,, .f2,..., fn) denote the character of the irreducible representation 
corresponding to the dominant integral weight w for the classical group G. 
By a partition we mean a (finite or infinite) nonincreasing sequence of 
nonnegative integers which contains only finite nonzero terms, i.e., 
%=(/I,,%,, 23 ,..., I.,, ...) (%,a%*> ..’ 3%,y>%,+,=&+2= ... Et)). 
The number of nonzero terms in a partition 1 is called the depth of L and 
we denote it by d(A). 
Therefore the polynomial irreducible representations of GL(n) are 
parametrized by the Young diagrams of depth at most n. Namely we have 
identified a partition ,? = (A,, 1, ,..., II,) with the dominant integral weight 
E. = ;I,&, + %,E, + ... + %,,E,, of CL(n). 
Also the irreducible representations of SO(2n + 1) and Sp(2n) have been 
parametrized by the Young diagrams of depth at most n, respectively. That 
is, we have also identified a partition 2 = (I., &,..., I.,) with the dominant 
integral weight 1. = A, F, + J2s2 + ... + A,,&,, of each group. 
In the case of S0(2n), the situation is somewhat different. That is, a 
weight A=%,&, +;(Z~Z+ ... + L,,E,, of SO(2n) is dominant integral if and 
only if 
Consequently the irreducible representations of SO(2n) have not been 
parametrized by the Young diagrams. Therefore we have taken the follow- 
ing way of descriptions in our previous paper [6]. In the case of S0(2n), 
instead of the irreducible representations we have considered the represen- 
tations obtained by restricting the irreducible representations of O(2n) to 
SO(2n). In other words, for a partition ;1 we have mainly dealt with 
x,,~,,(~) instead of xsoczn,(~)~ where x0(2n) (2) is the character of SO(2n) 
given by 
XO(2J~“) = 
XS0(2n)(~) + xsoc2H,(a)) if d(/Z)=n 
XSO(Zn,(~) if d(/Z)<n. 
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Here (T is the transformation on the dominant integral weights of SO(2n) 
induced by the involutive outer automorphism of S0(2n), that is, if 
2 = (A,) A*,..., A ), then a(n) = (Ai, &,..., 1,- ,, -A,,) and d(A) denote the 
depth of the partition A. Also we put 
X0(2n+ I)(A)= XS0(2n+ l)(A) 
for all the partitions of depths at most n. Then if we associate a partition 
(or equivalently a Young diagram) 1 of depth at most [n/2] with xoCn,(l), 
we obtain a complete parametrization of the representations obtained by 
restricting the irreducible representations of O(n) to SO(n). 
In Section 2, we can give multiplicity formulas of weights for xoC,,(A) and 
not for xsocn,(12). Therefore for even ranks our formulas give the mul- 
tiplicities of weights in an irreducible representation of O(2n) and not of 
SO(2n) as we stated in the Introduction. 
We shall take the set of all diagonal matrices as a maximal torus T 
of each classical group (see the realization of each classical group), and 
consider the character of each group as functions on T. 
The key tool of this paper is the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 (D. E. Littlewood, cf. [6, 73). Let A be a partition 
whose depth is at most n. Then we have 
(1) x,(2,,(~)(t) 
= c (- 1 )‘“‘LR”rc,),XcL,z,,(cL)o 
GL(2n) 
z = (u1.w  ..m,) I %On), 
1,>q> ..‘>Q>O 
(2) x O(Zn+ l,(n)(t) 
c (- 1 Ya’wr(z)pXCL(2n+ ,,(P)(t) 
I 
GL(2n + 1) 




where LR; y is the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient and for a distinct par- 
tition CI = (tli, ~1~ ,..., M!,) (~1~ b-a2> ... > a, > 0), r(a) denotes the partition 
(a, - 1, a2- l,..., a - 1 la,, a2 ,..., a ) using the Frobenius notation. Namely 
T(a) is the Young diagram given in Fig. 1. 
EXAMPLE. If a = (4, 2, l), then T(a) = (4, 3, 3, 3, 1). 
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FIGURE 1 
Finally for a partition /1= (A,, AZ,..., A ), 121 denote the size of the 
partition A, i.e., 
As for the proof and notations, see [6, Proposition 1.5.3(2), (4), (6)]. 
This proposition enables us to calculate the weight-multiplicity of the 
classical groups using the results of GL(n). 
2. WEIGHTS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES 
Now we show that when we fix a pair of partitions (2, CL) the multiplicity 
of weight p in xc;,(p) (n > Max(d(l), d(p))) becomes a polynomial in n 
where G, = S0(2n + l), Sp(2n), 0(2n). Moreover in the process of the 
proof we give a formula to compute this polynomial using only partitions 
or equivalently dominant integral weights. 
To clarify our aims, let us recall the case of CL(n). I. G. Macdonald has 
defined the algebra A, which we call the Universal Character Ring in [6] 
(cf. Macdonald [9]). He has also defined two Z-bases in A, namely 
{ x,.t,(n)} A:partitions a d {mj. )/.:partltions. Let us recall the definitions. Let 
A,, = Z[t,, t, )...) tnlGn = R + (GL(n)) be the graded algebra consisting of the 
symmetric polynomials in n variables, where R + (GL(n)) is the subring of 
the character ring of GL(n) consisting of the characters of polynomial 
representations. 
Let P~,~: A, ---* A, (man) be the homomorphism of graded algebras 
induced by p,,(t,) = ti if 1 d i< n and p,,,(t,) = 0 if n < i. Then (A,, p,,,) 
becomes a projective system and the projective limit of this system in the 
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category of graded algebras is denoted by /i, i.e., ,4 = tin,. We have 
called n the Universal Character Ring in [6]. 
Let rc,,: /i+ ,4, be the natural projection from n to A, and let I be a 
partition and k denote the depth of 1. For n 3 k we shall define the element 
mz(t,, t2,-., t,) of /i, to be the orbit sum of ?:I?:‘... t? under the action of 
G,, i.e., 
mAtI, t2,..., t )= 1 TV,&,,- t&,, 
ri E C,IH 
where H is the subgroup of 6, defined by 
H= (0~ 6; (4,(l), &(,,,..., &(,,) = (lb,, h,..., &J) 
(the stabilizer), 
and in this definition we put 2, + , = ... = 2, = 0. Then since for any 
m b n > k it holds that pm,Jmj,(t,, t, ,..., t )) = m,(t,, t, ,..., t ), m, E A can 
be defined. Clearly { m;,}j..partition becomes a base of A. As is well known, 
{XGL(n)(lZ)}l:partit,~“,~~~~~~ is a Z-base of /i, = R+(GL(n)). It is known that 
for m > n 2 d(L), 
Pm,n(XGL(m)(~)) = XGL(“,m 
and if d(;l)>k, 
Pn,k(XGL(“)w) = 0 
(cf. [6].) Hence the x~~(~)(A))s form a projective system and we can define 
xdl) E 4 where AXIS) = xGLtn) (1) if n ad(A), and rrn(xGL(IZ)) =0 if 
n < d(A). Clearly {x,,(n)} also becomes a Z-base of ,4. 
Hence we can express xGL(n) by a sum of the mj., i.e., 
xd4 = c K.,m,. (2.1). 
K,, is called the Kostka coefficient. KA, has a combinatorial description. 
PREPOSITION 2.1. 
KIP = ) { T, T is a Young Tableau whose shape is A. and 
whose weight is p ) I. 
EXAMPLE. ,%=(3, 1) and p=(14). Since i 2 3, : ’ 4, and i 3 4 are all 
the Young Tableaus satisfying the above conditions, therefore KA, = 3. 
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Let us introduce a partial order “a” in the set of partitions. For 
partitions A= (A,, I, ,...) and p = (pi, p2 ,... ), 12~1, means that 
A, + 12 + ” + A; > p, + p2 + ... + pi for all i. This is called the Snapper 
order. From the above proposition K, j. = 1 and K,, = 0 unless 111 = 1~1 
and I > p. If we apply the natural projection rc,: /i -+ R + (GL(n)) to the for- 
mula (2.1) we have 
Xcqn)(A) = c Kj.,m,(tl,..., t,,). 
Therefore Kj,,, expresses the multiplicity ofthe dominant integral weight ,U 
in the irreducible r presentation Gus. 
We shall rewrite the above results as 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 1 and u be partitions of depth <n. Then .u is a 
weight in the representation ~o~(,,, (A) if and only if E,>p and 121 = 1~1. 
Moreover the multiplicity of weight u in the representation x,,,,,(A) is given 
by K,, (Kostka coefficient) and does not depend on the rank n of GL(n) at 
all. 
We generalize these results to the classical groups other than CL(n). 
For that purpose, first we must determine the set of weights of a 
representation of a classical group in terms of partitions or Young 
diagrams. The next lemma is very useful. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra and let pI be the 
irreducible r presentation f g with the highest weight A. Then we have 
(1) The set of weights in pi is a saturated set with the highest weight A. 
(2) Let IT(A) be a saturated set with the highest weight A. If p is a 
dominant integral weight and I-u E CIGd+ Z +cx, then p belongs to IT(A). 
As for the notations and proofs the reader may consult Humphrey’s 
book [3]. Especially see p. 70, Lemma B and p. 114, Proposition, in his 
book. 
We use this lemma to determine the weights of each representation fa 
classical group. First we note that the Weyl group acts on the set of 
weights and the multiplicities of weights are constant on each orbit under 
the action of the Weyl group. Hence we may consider only the dominant 
integral weights. 
In order to deal with the dominant integral weights of S0(2n), let us 
extend the Snapper order to the elements of Z”. For A= (A,, A*,..., A ) E Z” 
and p=(pl,p2,...,pn)eZ”, d3~ means that A,+A,+ ... +Ai> 
Pl +Lb+ ... + pi holds for all i= 1, 2,..., n.Let I be a dominant integral 
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weight of the classical group G,, where G, = SO(2n + 1) or Sp(2n) or 
SO(2n) and let QGn(A) be the set of weights in the representation x,,(A). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A and p be dominant integral weights of SO(2n + 1). 
Then p E 52, ocZn +1,(A) if and only if II > p, where > is the Snapper order. 
Proof: We put JV=I,~,+;l,s,+ ... +A,,&,, and ~=,u,E,++~E~+ “. 
+ P,E,. Then if A > ,u, we have 
+ ... + (A, +A,+ ... +L-PI -P2- ... -/4-,)(-L, -En) 
+ (I4 - IA 1 E?l. 
Thus if we recall the root system of so(2n + l), we have 
h+Ll+ Z, t-x, hence Lemma 2.3 assures us that p E SZSOczn+ ,)(A). 
Conversely if p E $2 S0(2n + ,,(A), then the representation theory of semisim- 
ple Lie algebras tells us that A - p E C, E d+ Z + ~1. Therefore we have only to 
show that if A > p, then A > p - a holds for all positive roots c1 E A +. But 
this can be easily verified, so we omit the proof. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A and p be dominant integral weights of Sp(2n). Then 
,D E Qs,c,,,(A) if and only if A > p and 111 z IpI (mod 2). 
Proof: We put A=A,E,+&E~+ ... +&,a, and ~=,u,~E,+~~E~+ ... + 
/A~&,. If ;IB~ and 111 = (~1 (mod 2) then we have 
A-P= (111 -h)(% -h)+ (1, +GPl -PA&Z-4 
+ ‘.’ +(A,+&+ ..’ +lnpl-#u-p*- ... -pL,~,)(&,~,-&,) 
+ tclJ.1 - IPI Us,). 
If we recall the root system of sp(2n), we have ;1- ,U E C,, d + Z + u. Hence 
Lemma 2.3 assures us that ~ESZ ,,,,,(A). The proof of “only if’ part is 
similar to that of Lemma 2.4, so we omit it. m 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A=;~,E,+&E~+ ... +A,,E,, and p=p,~,+p*~~+ ..’ 
+p,,&,, be dominant integral weights of SO(2n). Then p~Q,,,,,,(1) if and 
only $2 >p and 1;1( = IpI (mod 2) and 
I, +A,+ ... +I,-,-&3p,+pz+ ... +&-I-p”. 
Prooj If i/3~ and JIl=lpl (mod2) and A,+&+ ... +1,+-A,> 
p1+p2+ ... +pn-.,-CL,,, we have 
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If we recall the root system of eo(fn, C), we have A - p E C,, d+ Z + CI, hence 
Lemma 2.3 assures us that p E Q,,(,,,(A). The proof of “only if’ part is 
similar to that of Lemma 2.4, so we omit it. 1 
We should be careful in the case of SO(2n). Until now we have mainly 
dealt with x~(~,,) (A) instead of x~~(~,,)(A), where A is a partition. By 
definition, xO(z,,(IG) . 1s o-invariant, where o is the involutive outer 
automorphism of SO(2n) (See [6] and Sect. l), hence if p is a weight in 
~~(~,,)(12), then O(P) is also a weight. Moreover the multiplicity of weight p 
in x~(~~,(A) equals to that of a(p) in xO(2,zj (A). Therefore if we question the 
multiplicities of weights in xOczn,(A), we may consider only the dominant 
integral weights corresponding to the partitions. Then according to 
Lemma 2.6, we have 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 1 and p be partitions of depths d n. 
(1) If d(A) < n, then ,u is a weight in ~~(~~~(12) if and only if il > p and 
IA( = Ipl (mod 2). 
(2) If d(A) = n, then p is a weight in xoCznj(A) if and only if I> p and 
121 = IpI (mod 2) and moreover 1” and p satisfy the following condition: 
We should note that in Lemma 2.4, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7, the conditions 
are written only in terms of partitions and the effects cause by the ranks of 
the classical groups concern only the depths of partitions. This fact is 
crucial to state Theorem 2.8. Namely in Theorem 2.8, we give polynomials 
in n expressing the multiplicities of weight p in x&A), where ;1 and p are 
partitions and G, = SO(2n + 1) or Sp(2n) or O(2n). 
Before we state the theorem, in order to get multiplicities of weights in 
x~.(~~)(A) of S0(2n), we need to establish the relations between x~(~~)(A.) 
and xS0(2nj(A) about the weights and their multiplicities. 
If d(A) <n, then xod~) = ~~~~~~~ (A). Due to Lemma 2.6, we know the 
set of weights occurring in ~~~(~~~(2). Let p be a weight in x~~(~~)(A). Since 
O(A) = i, o(p) is also a weight in ~~~~~~~ (A) and the multiplicities of weights 
p and O(P) are equal. Hence we may consider only the dominant integral 
weights corresponding to the partitions. 
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If 42) = n, then xoc2,J~) = xS0(2n)(~) + ~~~(~,,(4~)). Since x;~(~,#) = 
x~~~~,,,(~(A)), forthe highest weight /z we may consider only the dominant 
integral weights corresponding to the partitions. There exist two 
possibilities. 
Case (1). ,uEQ so,2n)(Jb) and 4~) 4 Qso(2n,(~). 
It is clear that ~(~)ESZ,,(,,)(CJ(A)) and ~$Qs2,,(,,,(o(l)). Therefore the 
multiplicity ofweight p in x 0(2n,(i) equals that of weight p in x~~&A). 
Case (2). u E 52 So(2n)(4 and 414 E Qso(2n)(0 
The multiplicity of weight ,u in x oczn,(12) equals the sum of the mul- 
tiplicity ofweight p in x S0(2nJ(A) and that of weight g(,n) in ~~~(~~~(1). In
this case we do not know as yet how to calculate the multiplicity ofweight 
P in xSo(2n)(~) exactly. 
EXAMPLE OF CASE (2). n = 4, ;1= (4,2, 1, 1) then both (1, 1, 1, 1) and 
(1, 1, 1, - 1) are weights in xsoc8,(4, 2, 1, 1). 
The next theorem is the main result of this paper. We must prepare a few 
notations. We fix two partitions A and r. Let QB,i,e(n), Qc,j,,e(n), and 
Qn,>,,,(n) denote the multiplicities of weight 5 in the representations 
xsoczn+ I)(AL x~~~~,,~(~), and xoc2,,(J+), respectively. BY definition, as 
functions of n, Q,,,,,(n) (X= B, C, D) are defined only for n EN and 
n 3 Max(d(A), d(5)). Then we have 
THEOREM 2.8. (1) Case SO(2n + 1). Assume that 5 satisfies the con- 
dition that ,I > 5. Then as a function of the rank n of SO(2n + l), Q,,,,,(n) is 
a polynomial in n of degree [( 111 - Ipl)/2]. 
(2) Case Sp(2n). Assume that 4 satisfies the condition that /I> 4 and 
I;11 = 151 (mod 2). Then as a function of the rank n of Sp(2n), Qc,j,,g(n) isa 
polynomial in n of degree ( I iI - I ul)/2. 
(3) Case SO(2n). Assume that 5 satisfies the condition that R B c and 
12) 3 lrl (mod 2). Then as a function of the rank n of S0(2n), QD,n,e(n) is a 
polynomial in n of degree (121 - lul)/2. 
Remark. In the case of S0(2n), QD,l,c(n) denotes the multiplicity of 
weight 5 in x oc2n,(~) and not in xS0(2n) (A). Moreover, if A (of d(l) = n) and 
5 do not satisfy the last condition in Lemma 2.7 (2), then we have put 
QD,j.,e(n) = 0 for convention, though 5 is not a weight in xo(2,,(A). 
Proof Let us recall Proposition 1.2. 
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XS,,2”,(4 = c c (- 1 PJ- (2.2) 
P u 
Xso,zn + I) (4=CC (-1)‘“‘L~:~~~~,rXGL,2n+1)(~L) gi;;; :;t 
P m I 
(2.3) 





On the other hand, we have the decompositions 
xG~(z&LL) = C Kp,m,,(tl y t2,-, t2J. 
d(v)< 2n 
Let 5 = (<i, t2,..., tk) be a partition of depth <n and let 
mcwn(t,, f2,..., 1 ) E ZCtl, t:‘,..., t,, t;'] denote the orbit sum of the 
monomial tfltp ... tP under the action of the Weyl group W, = W(B,) = 
W( C,) = N,( T)/T. If we recall the maximal torus of each classical group, 
then we have 
XGL(2n + I )b) 
I 
GL(2n + 1) 
SO(2n + 1) 





= c K,f,,m,,(t,, t ..., t , t; ‘, t;‘, t;!, ,..., t;‘), 




= c Kp,,m,Stl, t2,..., t,,, t;', t;?,,..., t;') 
d,v)<2n 
Therefore if we express m,(t,, t, ,..., t , t;‘,..., t;') and m,(t,, t, ,..., t , 
1, t; I,..., t, ’ ) by linear combinations of rn&“( t)‘s and substitute these results 
in the formulas (2.2) (2.3) (2.4) and arrange the sums with respect to 
mcwR(t) in each formula, the coefficient of msw(t) in each resulting formula 
should express the multiplicity of weight < in xc,(A) where G, = SO(2n + 1) 
or Sp(2n) or O(2n). 
First we shall deal with m,,(t,, t, ,..., t , 1, t;‘,..., t '). Let v(l), vc2) ,..., vcS) 
be partitions distinct from each other obtained by erasing one part from v, 
i.e., v(‘)= (vl ,..., ci,..., vk) for some t and if i # j, vci) # v(j). For convention if 
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k < 2n + 1, we regard that v itself is a member of { vCi’}. Then one can verify 
easily that 
m&t,, t,,..., t , 1, t,‘,..., t;‘) 
=ic, rnv~~~(t,, t, ..., t , t;‘,..., t ‘). 
Therefore it is sufficient to express m,(t,, t, ,..., t , t; ’ ,..., t; ’ ) by linear 
combinations of msw,(t)‘s. If we consider the cancellations, we see that 
m,(t,, t,,..., t,t,;‘,..., t; I)= c P,,.&n) m5w,(t), 
~‘=545)<n 
where P,<(n) is defined as follows. We put v = (St, St,..., 6$) 
(6, >d,> ... >6,>0,jj>0)and <=(5,, t2,..., 5,) (t,2t2> ... >5,>0). 
We search for all the solutions of the following linear equations: 
where x,, y,~ {6,,6, ,..., S ,O} for all u (1 buds) and {x,, yU} must 
satisfy the next conditions. 
For each v (1 <u < u), suppose 6, appears I, times in the set 
(x1, X2,.-r x,s, y,, y,,..., y,}, then I, must satisfy the condition that j, 3 I, 
and jL,-f,, (mod2). We put i,=(j,-1,)/2 for all v (16~6~). 
If the solution of the linear equation (I) does not exist at all, we put 
P,,&n) = 0. Otherwise we put 
P,i(n)=~(n-iQ(e))(n-dIr)-i,)...(n-d(:)-i,-12- ... -L,) 
=c (n-45))(n-45)- 1)...+45)-(i- 1)) 
i,! i,!...i !  
(2.5) 
u 
where the sum runs over all the solutions of (I) and i,, i,,..., i are defined 
in the above and moreover we have put i = i, + i, + . + i,. We should 
note that in (I) i satisfies the condition that 
Max O,y-d(t) bib [(d(v)-d(5))/2]. 
Therefore the formula (2.2) can be rewritten as follows: 
XSp(*n,(i) = c ( - 1 )I”ILRj. ~((O1,,,K,,P,s(n)msw,(t). (2.6) A3p,p2v 
Y 3 5, 0~: distinct 
d(v)<2n,45)<n 
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Here we fix a positive integer n = n, and let us consider the contribution 
of the term P,,&n,,) for partitions v of depth >2n,. Of course the partition 
5 under consideration has depth at most n,, i.e., d(t) dn,. Since in the 
right-hand side of formula (2.5), i= i, + i, + ... + i, satisfies the condition 
that i>(d(v)/2)--d(t)>n,-d(t), we have P,,(n,) = 0. So in the formula 
(2.6) we may omit the condition that d(v) < 2n. Considering Lemma 2.5 
together with the above, we obtain the following result. 
Let I. be a fixed partition of depth k. Then for all n (n 2 k), we have 
where Q,.,,,,(n) is a function defined for n 2 Max(d(A), d(t)) and is given by 
Hence Q.,,,,(n) is a polynomial in n. Since v 3 <, d(v) <d(t) + Iv1 - 151. 
Since 111 = IPI + 21~1 and IPI = 14, +(d(v) - d(5)) 6 +(I4 - 151) < 
+(lAl - l(l)- 1~11. Therefore the degree of Q,i.,r(n) is at most k=i(IAl - 151). 
We show that deg Q.,,,, is exactly k and the coefficient of nk in the 
polynomial Qc,d n IS rven by K,,,/(k!) (ZO), where <’ is the partition 1 . g’ 
obtained by adding ll”lPIrl to the end of the partition 5, i.e., if 
5 = (<,, <2,..., r,Y), then 5’ is given by 
t’ = (51, 52,..., 5.u 1, 1, L..., 1). 
-2k- 
By definition, we have \<‘I = 121 and since A > 5, I > 5’ is clear, hence <’ is 
also a weight of ~~~(~,,)(;l) and xSpcZnj(A) for n 3 Max(d(A), 45’)) and 
K,,. # 0. In the estimate $(d(v) - d(t)) < $( IA/ - I[[), the equality holds only 
for Ial = 0 and d(v) = d(r) + (VI - 151. The only possible partition p satisfy- 
ing this condition is 5’. Moreover it is clear that P,,,(n) = (“-tc5)). 
Therefore 
Qc,j,,Jn) = K,,./(k!) nk + (lower degree terms of n). 
The proof of (2) is completed. 
In the case of S0(2n + l), similar arguments lead us to the following for- 
mula. 
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(Here we can also omit the condition that d(v) d 2n + 1 and we may always 
regard v as a member of {v”‘> by the same reason as in the case of Sp(2n)). 
Therefore considering Lemma 2.4 together with the above formula, we have 
where QB,j.,P(n) is a function defined for n > Max{d(A), d(5)) and is given 
by 
Hence QB,j,,,(n) is a polynomial in n. Since v 1 v(‘) 14, we have d(v(‘)) 6 
d(v) d d(5) + Iv) - 151. Since 121 = 1~1 + 21~x1 and 1~1 = /VI, we have 
t(d(v”‘)-d(~))d~(l~l - 151). Hence the degree of QB,l,v(n) is at most 
k = [(d(A)-d(v))/2]. We show that deg(Q.,,,,) is exactly k and that the 
coefficient of the highest term nk of the polynomial QB,1,5 is given by 
K,,,/(k!), where 5 ’ is the partition obtained by adding 1 Ii.’ ~ K to the end of 
the partition 5, i.e., if 5 = (ri, t2 ,..., l Y), then 
5’ = (rl > r2,..., L 1, 1, l,..., 1). 
L Ii.1 ~ I51 --I 
In the estimate &(d(v”‘)-d(t))6 [(IAl - /41)/2], we can verify easily that 
the equality holds only for the case that Ial =0 and d(v)=d(c)+ 121 - 151. 
Therefore the only possible partition v satisfying this condition is t’. We 
must note that K,c. #O. If IAl = 151 (mod 2) since PSfc(n) = (+t(t)), we 
have 
QB,i,c(n) = { Kisr/(k!)) nk + (lower degree terms of n). 
If I;11 & 151 (mod2), then we put 
v(l)= (51, 52,..., L 1, l,..., 1 1). 
L Ii.1 ~ IpI ~ lJ 
Since P,,u,,~(Fz) = (“Pt(t))r we have 
QB&n) = {K,s./(k!)} nk + (lower degree terms of n). 
The proof of (1) is completed. 
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In the case of S0(2n), the proof is similar, so we note the formulas. 
where Qn,j,,5 is a function defined for n 3 Max(d(l), d(t)} and is given by 
Hence Q,,,,,(Pz) is a polynomial in n and the same arguments as in the 
proof of (2) show that the degree of QD,l,s (n) is exactly k=+(\Al - 151) and 
the coefficient of the highest term nk of the polynomial Q,,A,r is given by 
K,;,/(k!), i.e., 
Q,,j.,e(n) = (K,,./(k!)} nk + (lower degree terms of n), 
where <’ is the partition obtained by adding 12k to the end of the partition 
5, i.e., if 5 = (t,, t2,..., 5.A then 
l’= (51, rz,..., 5,, 1, l,..., 1). 
-2k- 
The proof of Theorem is completed. 
COROLLARY 1. ( 1) Case SO(2n + 1) 
where 
and {,,(i) } is ,,,,,,d is the set of partitions consisting of v itself and all the 
partitions obtained by erasing one part from v. 
(2) Case Sp(Zn), 
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Qc,j.,c(n) = {K,,,/(k!)} nk + (lower degree terms of n). 
(3) Case S0(2n), 
Q.,,,(n) = { Kj.r’/(k!)} nk+ (lower degree terms ofn), 
where QB,j,,c(n), Qc,,,~(n), and Q,,,,,(n) are polynomials defined for 
n>Max{d(l),d({)} and all their degrees are equal to k= [(I;11 + 151/2]. 
P,<(n) is defined in the proof of the theorem using linear equations (I). If 
5 = (41, ~*,..., 5 ) then 5’ is given by 
4’= (51, 52Y., L 1, l,..., 1 1) 
L 111 -151 -J 
and mew,(t) is the orbit sum of the monomial tS = t;‘lt$2 ‘. . $7 under the action 
f?f wn. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf I;11 = 151, then deg(QX,j,,c) =0 (X= B, C, D). Hence 
Qx,>.,<(n) = K,, (X= B, C, D) for all n 3 Max(d(l), d(t)). Moreover in case 
of SO(2n+ l), if IAl = 151 + 1, then also deg(Q,,,J = 0. Hence 
QB, t(n) = Kit,. 
Remark 1. In the case of GL(n), all (dominant integral) weights 5 in 
xGLCnJ(lZ) satisfy 121 = 141, therefore the multiplicity QA,j,,r(n) of weight 5 
becomes a polynomial of degree 0, that is, Qa,n,tc(n) isthe Kostka coef- 
ficient K,, , i.e., QA,j.,,(n) = Kj,r. Hence these three polynomials QB,l,,, 
Qc,i,< 3 and QD,i,5 are considered as the generalizations of Kostka coef- 
ficients to the other classical groups SO(2n + l), Sp(2n), and S0(2n), 
respectively. Qx,A,e(n) (X= B, C, D) seems to be interesting polynomials 
reflecting the structure of the root lattice of each classical group. 
Remark 2. We should note that the rank n of the classical group 
appears only in the definition fP, &n) and that the other coefficients LR; y 
and KA, are independent of rank n. These situations make it easy to 
calculate the multiplicity polynomials Qx,A,c(n) (X= B, C, D). 
We will give examples how to calculate the multiplicities of weights using 
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the above theorem. Due to Remark 2, we need not specify the rank n 
except for the calculations of P, &n), so we write 1, for xSpcZnj(3L), and &, 
for xocn,(~) and bL for xcLcnJ(~). 
EXAMPLE 1. G = Sp(2n) and 2 = (3, 1). 
Since (3, l)~(l’)=Z(l), then we have 
(3, l)sp= (3, l)GL-(2)GL. 
First we determine the weights in x Sp(2nJ(3, 1). According to Lemma 2.5, 
the dominant integral weights in ~~~(~~~(2) are r = (3, l), (2, 2), (2) (l*), 
(4) (2, 1, 1) (if n33), (14) (if n>4). By virtue of Corollary 1, we already 
know that if 11.1 = 151, Qc,,.e(n)= Kj.<. Therefore 
Qc.i.,w,(~) = 1, Qc,i,(2,2)(n) = 1, 
Qc.;.,c2,l,l,(n)=2, Q<,,,,(l")(n)=3. 
Let us calculate the multiplicities of the other weights. First we make the 
following table. 
Candidate of p (37 1) (2) 
Coefficient ofp fl -1 
dominant integral 
weight Y in pGL 
and their 
multiplicities 




Here 2(2, 1’) means that the weight v = (2, 1’) occurs in pLGL with the mul- 
tiplicity K,,,, = 2. We recall the linear equations (I) in the proof of the 
proposition. 
Case 5 = (2). The possible v for which (I) has solutions are v = (3, 1 ), 
(2, 1, 11, (2). Then f’,&) are given by Pc3,,ac2j(n) = 1, P~2,12~,~2~(~) = (“r ‘1, 
Pc2,c2,(n) = 1. If we recall the coefficients of p and v, we have 
-1=2(n-1). 
Case t: = (1’). The possible v for which (I) has solutions are v = (2, l*), 
(14), (12). Then P,&) are given by P~2,12~,~1~~(n)=2, Pc14J,~12j(n)= (“;‘), 
Pc,2,,,,2j(n) = 1.(It should be noted that in the case of (2, l*), there are two 
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solutions of (I), that is, 2- 1 = 1 =5,, 1 -O= 1 =t2 and 1 -O= 1 =t,, 
2 - 1 = 1 = r2). If we recall the coefficients of v and ,u, we have 
Q.,j.,,(n)=2x2+3 nT2 
( ) 
- 1 = 3n - 3. 
Case 5 = (4). The possible v for which (I) has solutions are (2, 2) ( 14), 
(l*). Then P,<(n) are given by 
n 
P(2,2,An) = 1 0 n , Pc14),&n)= 2 , 0 n P(,,tdn)= l . 0 
Hence 
For example, the zero weight multiplicity in ~sP~2,,0~(3, 1) (n = 100) is 
given by 2 x 100 x 99 = 14850. 
EXAMPLE 2. G, = SO(2n + 1) and 2 = (3, 1). 
We shall calculate the weight-multiplicities for the same partition (3, 1) 
in the case of SO(2n + 1). Since (3, 1)3(2)=‘r(l) and 
(3, 1) 2 (3, 1) = ‘r(2), we have 
(37 1)o = (3, 1 Lx - (2)Gf. - (1 ‘Lx. + (4)GL. 
According to Lemma 2.4, the dominant integral weights in xSOcZn + , ,(3, 1) 
are (3, 11, (2,2), (3), (2, l), (2), (l*), (11, (4) and (2, l*), (13) (ifn23) and 
(14) (if n>,4). Corollary2 tells US that Q.,,,,,,(n)=l, Q.,(2,2,(n)=l, 
QBi (2,14n) = 2, QBj. (dn) = 3, QBi (3)(n) = 1, QB i (2,1j(n) = 2, 
QB j. (,,,(n) = 3. Since in Example 1 we have already calculated (3, l),, and 
(2)GL, we make the table for the remaining (1’) and (4). 
Candidate of p (13 (4) 
Coefficient of p -1 +1 
v and their 
multiplicities 
cl*) (4) 
Case 5 = (2). The candidates v such that (I) has the solutions for one 
of the v”)‘s are given by (3, l), (2, 2) (2, l*) and (2). For these v(‘)‘s we 
have already known P,wJn) in Example 1. Therefore we have 
Q,,,,,(n)= 1 + 1 +2(“7’)- 1 =2n- 1. 
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Case r = (1’). The candidates v such that (I) has the solutions for one 
of the v(‘)‘s are (2, 1 2), (1 4), and (1’). Therefore we have 
-l-1=3n-2. 
(For v = (2, 12), (I) has the solutions for both v and v(j) = ( 12). Here 
PVcI~,(n) = 2 and P,,(i)(l~,(n) = 1.) 
Cuse t=(l). The candidates v are (3, l), (2, 12), (14), (12). Then 
corresponding v(‘)‘s are (1) for (3, 1) and (2, 1) for (2, 12) and (1 3, for ( 14) 
and (1) for (1’). Since P (~,(~in)=l, P(2.1j(l,(n)=l and Pcl~,(I,(n)=(“~‘)l 
we have QBj~~,~(n)=1+2+3(“~1)-1-1=3n-2. 
Case 5 = (4). The candidates v are (2, 2) (2, 12), (14), (2), (12), (4). 
Then corresponding v(‘)‘s are (2,2) for (2,2) and (1 2, for (2, 1’) and (1”) 
for (1”) and (4) for (2) and (1’) for (1’) and (4) for (4). Therefore we have 
= n( 3n - 1)/2. 
Hence the zero-weight multiplicity in ~s0~20,~(3, 1) (n = 100) is given by 
50 x 299 = 14950. 
EXAMPLE 3. G, = SG(2n) and A. = (3, 1). 
We shall calculate the weight multiplicities for the representation 
xoczll,(3, 1). We have already known that 
(3, 1 )o = (3, l),, - (2)GL - (12)GL + (#Lx. 
The dominant integral weights corresponding to the partitions in 
xoczn,(3, 1) are given by (3, l), (2, 2), (2), (12), (4) and (2, 12) if 12 b 3 and 
(1 4, if n >/ 4. We have already known that 
e,; (3,,,(n)= 19 Q, 2 (2,2)(n) = 1, 
D D i. (2,12)tn) = 27 Q, i. (141(n) = 3. 
Moreover we can use the same table as in the case of SO(2n + 1). 
Case 5 = (2). The possible v’s for which (I) has the solutions are (3, l), 
(2, l*), and (2). Since we have already calculated P, &n), we have 
QD,t(2,(n)=l+2 - 1=2n-2. 
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Case t = (4). The possible v’s are (2, 2), ( 14), (l*), and (4). Therefore 
we have 
Qw(n,=(;)+3(;)-(;)-(;)+I 
= (n - 1 )( 3n - 2)/2. 
For example the zero-weight multiplicity in ~s0C200,(3, 1) (n = 100) is given 
by 99 x 29812 = 14751. 
Since we have already known that QBi. &n), Q,, r(n), and QD j. e(n) are 
polynomials in n of degree [ (121 - 15 I )/2], we can also calculate these 
polynomials using Laglange-interpolation method if we know the weight- 
multiplicities for the small rank IZ. As for the table of weight-multiplicities, 
see [ 11. Also by applying the above formulas directly, I. Terada has 
calculated the weight-multiplicity polynomials Qc. j, Jn) for all partitions 1 
and p of sizes at most 10, using a mini-computer. (See the Appendix.) 
APPENDIX 
We give an example of weight-multiplicity polynomials QC ,,,(n) for a 
partition I = (4, 3,2, 1) of size 10. In order to simplify the notation, for a 
partition p such that (111 - IpI)/2 = k, we only write the coefficients of (7) 
(0 d i < k), namely p; [a,, a, ,..., ak] means Qcj.,(n)=U,(;r)+U,(;)+ ... + 
a&). (4,3,2, 1); Cll. (4, 3, 13); PI. (4, 23); PI. (4,2*, 12); C41. (4,2, 14); 
[S]. (4, 16); [16]. (33, 1); [2]. (3*, 22); [4]. (3*, 2, 12); [S]. (32, 14); [16]. 
(3, 23, 1); [14]. (3, 2*, 13); [28]. (3, 2, 15); [56]. (3, 1’); [112]. (2’); [24]. 
(24, l*); [48]. (23, 14); [96]. (2*, 16); [192]. (2, 18); [384]. (1”); [768]. 
(4, 3, 1); C-6, 21. (4, 2*); C-12, 43. (4, 2, 12); C-26, 81. (4, 14); 
C-56,16]. (3*,2); C-24,8]. (3*,1*); C-52, 163. (3,2*, 1); C-92,28]. 
(3,2, 13); [ -200,561. (3, 15); [ -432, 112-J. (24); [ - 160,481. (23, l*); 
C-348,96]. (2*, 14); C-752, 1921. (2, 16); [- 1616, 3841. (18); 
C-3456, 7681. (4, 2); [24, -16, 81. (4, l*); [60, -36, 163. (3*); 
[48, -32, 163. (3,2, 1); [222, -130, 561. (3, 13); [SSO, -292, 1121. (23); 
[396, -228,961. (2*, 12); [980, -512, 1921. (2, 14); [2368, -1136,384-J. 
(16); [5616, -2496,768]. (4); [ - 16, 16, - 16, 161. (3, 1); [ -232, 192, 
-152, 1121. (22); C-432, 352, -272, 1921. (2, l*); C-1332, 972, -656, 
3841. (14); C-3816, 2544, -1536, 768-J. (2); [176, -176, 176, -176, 
3843. (l*); [864, -768, 672, -576, 7681. (4); [0, 0, 0, 0, 384, 7681. 
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